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Abstract
An integrated characterization of physical, chemical, biochemical and microbiological properties of litter fractions (litter,
fragmented and humified), corresponding at three decomposition phases, has been conducted in a degraded pine forest. Litter
fractions were characterized in terms of C and N content, microbial communities’ structure, enzyme activities and optical
properties. The objective of this approach was to give an insight of actors and mechanisms operating during decomposition
process, evaluating the relationships between litter pools (organic matter and microbial communities) and activities (respiration and enzymes). The effect of different thinning treatments (traditional and selective) on litter biomass and respiration
was also investigated for 2 years, to identify forest management practices aiming at increase C storage and mitigate climate
change. The litter fractions showed well-distinct chemical composition, with a decrease in carbon and an increase in nitrogen as decomposition advanced. Parallelly, an increase in fungal richness and diversity, and related enzyme activities, was
observed. Bacteria were similar in the three fractions but seemed to have a role in the early phase of cellulose and hemicellulose decomposition. Thinning induced a short-term increase in litter input to soil, which disappeared after the first year
until determining a general decrease in litter biomass, stronger with selective thinning. Further, in the warmer months of the
second year after thinning litter respiration showed an increasing trend. Overall, positive effects of thinning on C storage
were evident in the short term, followed by a decrease in litter pool driven by higher litter respiration.
Keywords Pine forest management · Litter decomposition · CO2 emissions · Enzymes · Microbial diversity
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Litter is one of the five carbon (C) pools identified by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as relevant for estimating carbon stock change in terrestrial ecosystems (IPCC Good Practice Guidance for LULUCF). Globally, litter C stock varies with vegetation type, site conditions
and forest management practices (Berg and McClaugherty
2003; IPCC 2006). Nevertheless, the importance of litter
for C budget relies on its decomposition, which (1) is one
of the major processes influencing C
 O2 fluxes between the
terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere and (2) contributes to the formation and stabilization of soil organic matter
(SOM), releasing organic compounds into the soil (Oades
1988; Liski et al. 2002). Identifying the flux of C throughout
litter decomposition process is therefore necessary to evaluate proper mitigation options aiming at increase C storage,
contain greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and contrasting
climate change. Litter dynamics is also the main pathway for
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nutrients input to the soil (Maguire 1994), contributing up
to more than 70% of the annual nitrogen (N) input via litter
fall (Bauer et al. 2000).
The rate at which litter decompose, and the flux of C
and nutrients, are affected by abiotic and biotic factors,
such as moisture and temperature conditions (Sinsabaugh
et al. 1994; Jandl et al. 2007), vegetation type (Van Wesemael and Veer 1992; Khiewtam and Ramakrishnan 1993;
Mudrick et al. 1994), litter abundance and quality (Booth
et al. 2005; Güsewell and Freeman 2005; Ruan et al. 2005),
initial concentration of N and lignin (Melillo et al. 1982;
Cotrufo et al. 1995) and soil N availability (Fog 1988).
Therefore, understanding the complex relationships between
physicochemical and biological factors, which affect organic
matter transformations, is particularly important (AlarcónGutiérrez et al. 2009).
Litter decomposition is an enzyme-mediated biological
process carried out by bacteria and fungi. Nonetheless, the
role of microbial communities acting in the different components of litter is less studied. During the progress of litter degradation, a differentiation of enzyme activities and
functional diversity has been found, following the accumulation of recalcitrant compounds (Alarcón-Gutiérrez et al.
2009). An analysis of hydrolytic enzyme potential activities
related to the cycling of C, N, P and S may highlight fluxes
of C and nutrients occurring during litter decomposition.
We hypothesized that changes of structural and functional
diversity during the decomposition processes may affect in
turn C and N cycling.
Spectral properties were used to identify whether some
differences in the presence and amount of certain chemical
bonds exist among compared samples. A soil spectrum on
VisNIR region stores information on organic and inorganic
materials in the soil as the radiation will cause individual
molecular bonds to vibrate, either by bending or stretching,
and they will absorb light, to various degrees, with a specific
energy quantum. The strongest absorbers in the NIR region
are the bonds O–H, such as in water, and bonds such as
C–N, N–H and CO, characteristic of organic matter. Several
authors had already highlighted good correlations between
spectral properties and biochemical properties (Dick et al.
2013; Rinnan and Rinnan 2007; Zornoza et al. 2008) on
soils.
Forest management can also indirectly affect litter decomposition by altering the soil environment and its biological
activity, the quantity of litter produced and its quality (Dukes
and Field 2000). In Mediterranean ecosystems, the combined
effects of drought, low and poor organic matter and low soil
C and N contents play a key influence on microbial activity
and, therefore, in GHG fluxes. In this context, there is an
urgent need of further studies to understand the role of litter
also considering forest degradation (Kavvadias et al. 2001).
We hypothesized that thinning, affecting the amount (Blanco
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et al. 2011; Ruiz-Peinado et al. 2013; Bravo-Oviedo et al.
2015) and composition of litter (Bravo-Oviedo et al. 2017),
may have altered litter decomposition process, with effects
on C inputs and CO2 emissions. Several litterbag experiments have been conducted in Mediterranean environments,
showing decrease (Blanco et al. 2011; Lado-Monserrat et al.
2015) or increase (Gliksman et al. 2017) of litter decomposition rates after thinning. Our additional effort was to assess
the seasonal pattern of litter respiration after thinning with
a 2-year field exclusion experiment reflecting unaltered site
conditions. Using collars covered by a coarse mesh size net
(Subke et al. 2004) to separate litter contribution from soil
may overcome biases of litterbag decomposition experiments (Rubino et al. 2010) and allow better relationship
with abiotic and biotic drivers. Moreover, litter partitioning
in three ecologically meaningful fractions, corresponding
to well-distinguished decomposition phases, is thought to
offer an insight of actors and mechanisms operating during decomposition process. To our knowledge, literature
focused on separate aspects of litter composition, whereas a
multidisciplinary approach giving a comprehensive view of
physical, chemical, microbiological, biochemical and optical
characterization of litter fractions and activity is still lacking.
The objectives of the present study were: (1) to characterize litter fractions by means of C and N content, microbial
communities’ structure, enzyme activities and optical properties; (2) to evaluate the relationships between litter pools
(organic matter and microbial communities) and activities
(respiration and enzymes); (3) to assess the litter contribution to C
 O2 emissions from soil; (4) to assess the impact of
thinning on litter biomass, fractions and activity.

Materials and methods
Experimental site
The study site is located within the peri-urban forest of
Monte Morello (43°51′ N; 11°14′ E) in the Sesto Fiorentino
municipality and close to the urban area of Florence (Italy),
at an altitude of 600–800 m a.s.l.
The climate is typically Mediterranean, with a dry summer in which July is the driest month, while October and
November are the rainiest months. During the last decades
(from the early 1980s), the total annual rainfall is 1003 mm,
concentrated especially in the period from autumn to early
spring, and the average annual temperature is 13.9 °C. The
basic stone is a calcareous flysch (turbidites) constituted by
alternating limestones, marly limestones (“alberese”) marls,
claystones and, subordinately, sandstones. Soil is mainly calcareous, with pH ranging between 7.0 and 8.2.
This forest is the result of the reforestations activities
realized from 1909 to 1980; specifically, experimental
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plots are 50–60 years old. The main tree species used were
Pinus nigra J.F. Arnold, Pinus brutia Ten. subsp. brutia and
Quercus cerris L., which currently occupy the dominant
crop layer. Fraxinus ornus L. and other deciduous broadleaved species occupy the understory. After reforestation, the
stands have been non-managed with negative consequences
on trees stability, high mortality, absence of regeneration,
marked susceptibility to disturbances and increase in fire
risk (Cenni et al. 1998).
Between September and December 2016, three silvicultural treatments were applied, with the objective of restoring
the ecological stability and enhance the resistance and resilience of the forest (Paletto et al. 2017). Thinning interventions were based on three silvicultural options: traditional
thinning, selective thinning and absence of intervention
(control). The traditional silvicultural treatment was a moderate intensity ‘thinning from below,’ which removed most
of the dominated trees including also some co-dominant one.
The traditional thinning affected 22.5% of trees (from 1481
to 1149 n ha−1), corresponding only to the 19.6% of the basal
area (from 71.5 to 57.4 m2 ha−1). With the selective thinning,
the best 100 trees of the stand per ha were selected according
to vigor and stability (“positive selection”) and their growth
and development were actively promoted by removing competitors in the dominant layer. Whole-tree harvesting was
applied in both thinning treatments, and the entire trees were
chipped for bioenergy production. Felled trees were brought
to the landing site by skidding without using machineries
within measurements plots due to the steep slopes. Moreover, considering that pines are very light demanding species,
all the suppressed and sub-dominant trees were removed
with the aim to avoid a consequent deadwood increasing.
The selective thinning resulted to have a higher intensity. It
affected 39% of trees (from 1394 to 851 n ha−1), corresponding to the 33% of the basal area (from 56.1 to 37.7 m2 ha−1).
Nine plots each of about 1.5 ha representing three replicates for each silvicultural option have been randomly
selected in the stand. Within each plot, two monitoring subplots (18 circular fixed-area of 531 m2) have been
established.

Litter sampling and characterization
Litter has been collected in January 2017 (immediately
after thinning), December 2017 (1 year after thinning) and
December 2018 (2 years after thinning) in each subplot, for
a total of 18 sampling points. These dates were chosen to
allow monitoring of thinning effects immediately after thinning (which lasted in December 2016), one and two years
later. Each year, sampling points were selected on the left,
top and right side of collars for C
 O2 measurements, at a
distance of 5 m. Sampling was performed by pressing a
656 cm2 steel sheet sampling frame 5 cm deep into the litter

and collecting all litter material above the mineral soil, following the approach of Kavvadias et al. (2001). Samples
from the two subplots have been merged together, and the
plot was the unit of replication.
The samples were transported to the laboratory, dried and
then fractionated by hand sorting and sieving into the following three fractions: (1) L fraction was composed of fresh or
slightly discolored, with no or weak breaking up, material;
(2) F fraction was composed of medium to strongly fragmented material with many mycelia and thin roots; and (3)
the H fraction was a humified amorphous material, containing highly decomposed (i.e., unrecognizable) plants parts
(Kavvadias et al. 2001; Hoosbeek and Scarascia-Mugnozza
2009).
Samples have been dried at 30 °C and homogenized at
0.5 mm with a cut-mill for carbon and nitrogen content
determination by dry combustion with an elemental analyzer
(Flash 2000, Thermo Fisher). To this aim, between 5 and
20 mg of homogenized samples of F and L fractions have
been weighed in Sn-foil capsules. H fraction was previously
treated with 10% HCl until complete removal of carbonates
eventually contained in the samples and weighed in Ag-foil
capsules.

CO2 emissions
CO2 emissions were measured monthly or bi-monthly from
April 2017 to December 2018, for a total of 24 sampling
dates. Two semi-permanent plastic collars were installed into
the soil surface in each of the 18 subplots. In one of them, all
litter was removed, and it was covered with a plastic net to
prevent further litter accumulation (no-litter, NL). The other
was left with litter inside (soil + litter, SL). Measurements
of NL and SL collars were made manually with infrared
gas analyzers (IRGA) operating in closed-path mode. The
environmental gas monitor (EGM-4, PP systems, UK) was
equipped with the SRC-1 SR cuvette placed on top of soil
collars.
Early tests indicated that the use of the collars did not
affect measurements.
Each measurement was made to last double the time
it took for the rate of soil CO2 efflux to stabilize (usually
within 2 min). A quadratic model was fitted to the measured
data to obtain the rate of CO2 emission. At the time of each
measurement, soil temperature was recorded using a manual
digital thermometer at a depth of 3–5 cm.
The three components of soil respiration were analyzed:
(1) soil respiration without litter (SRNL), (2) respiration of
soil + litter (SRSL) and (3) the difference between the two,
which gave litter respiration (SRL).
To analyze the response of soil C
 O2 components to soil
temperature, the following first-order exponential function
was used:
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SR = a ⋅ ekT
where SR is the measured soil C
 O2 efflux, a is the value
of SR at 0 °C (intercept), k is the rate of the SR increase
(slope), and T is the soil temperature in °C.
Mean SR of the site was calculated from the exponential
function considering a mean temperature of 14 °C ( SR14).
Q10 expresses the rate of respiration change because of
increasing temperature by 10 °C.

Enzyme activities
Enzyme activities were measured on soil samples collected
in January 2017 (immediately after thinning) according to
the methods of Marx et al. (2001) and Vepsäläinen et al.
(2001), based on the use of fluorogenic methylumbelliferyl
(MUF)-substrates. Homogenized litter fractions were analyzed for N-acetyl-β-glucosaminidase (NAG), β-glucosidase
(βG), butyrate esterase (BUT), acid phosphatase (AP), arylsulphatase (ARYL), β-xylosidase (XYL), cellulose (CELL)
and acetate esterase (AC) activity using MUF conjugated
surrogate substrates (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA). A homogenous suspension was obtained by homogenizing 2 g samples with 50 mL deionized water with UltraTurrax at 9600
rev/min for 3 min. Aliquots of 50 μL were withdrawn and
dispensed into a 96-well microplate (3 analytical replicates/
sample/substrate). 50 μL of Na-acetate buffer pH 5.5 was
added to each well. Finally, 100 μL of 1 mM substrate solution was added giving a final substrate concentration of
500 μM. Fluorescence was measured after 0, 30, 60, 120
and 180 min of incubation at 30 °C. Fluorescence (excitation
360 nm; emission 450 nm) was measured with an automated
fluorometric plate-reader (Fluoroskan Ascent).
The order of magnitude of the values obtained for the
different enzymatic responses varies considerably depending on the specific activity being determined, thus leading
to some enzyme having more weight than others. To resolve
this problem, the sum of the percentage of the maximum
value found for a specific enzymatic response across all
enzymes was used for the calculation of the sum of enzymes
(SUM). From this percentage of maximum enzyme activities, the Simpson–Yule index (S-Y) was calculated following the equation E = 1/Σpi2, as indicated by Bending et al.
(2004), where pi is calculated as the enzymatic response to
a substrate as a proportion of enzymatic responses summed
across all substrates for a soil.

Litter microbial composition
The composition and structure of the bacterial and fungal
communities were estimated on soil samples collected in
January 2017 (immediately after thinning) by polymerase chain reaction-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis
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(PCR-DGGE) exploiting the 16S rDNA of bacteria and
18S rDNA of fungi. Total DNA was extracted from 0.25 g
of each homogenized litter sample by using the Fast DNA
SPIN kit for soil (Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA, USA). The
extracted DNA was amplified by using specific primers
for V6–V8 region of bacterial 16S rDNA (GC986f-1401r;
Nübel et al. 1996), and for V7–V8 region of fungal 18S
rDNA (EF390-GCFR1; Vainio and Hantula 2000). PCR
amplifications and DGGE electrophoresis were performed
as previously described (Pastorelli et al. 2017).

Spectral data
Spectral data were collected on soil samples collected in
January 2017 (immediately after thinning) after homogenization at 0.5 mm. Minerals containing iron (e.g., hematite,
goethite) and soil organic matter produce absorptions in the
visible region (400–780 nm) (Mortimore et al. 2004; Sherman and Waite 1985). Each spectrum was made up of 1151
wavelengths, from 2500 to 200 nm. Vis–NIR spectra were
recorded as percent reflectance (R%). Data acquisition was
carried out by means of the Jasco software (Model VWTS581 version 2.00A).

Statistical analysis
Plot was the unit of replication; thus, data from subplots
were pooled together and used as single values for statistical analysis.
General linear model was used to assess the impact of
treatments and time for litter fractions biomass and CO2
emissions data during the period of measurement. Factorial ANOVA followed by Fisher least-significant difference
(LSD) post hoc test was used to assess the impact of treatments and litter fractions on C and N content, microbial
communities’ composition, enzyme activities and to assess
the impact of treatments and respiration components on
exponential function variables.
Discriminant function analysis (DFA) was performed
using soil enzymatic activities as grouping variables for
soil and fractions. Squared Mahalanobis distances between
group centroids were determined. Two significant discriminatory roots were derived, and the results of DFA were
graphically presented in two dimensions.
DFA was also performed on the spectral data grouping samples under different thinning. To reduce the variable size, a principal component analysis PCA was carried
out and 30 principal components (PC) were extracted and
adopted as grouping variables. Only the PCs with the higher
discriminating power were used. They were selected based
on the partial lambda. DFA was performed over each fraction separately, and over all samples together.
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PCA was performed by Ubscrumble software, and the 30
PCs explained as a whole 99.97% of the spectral variance,
88.7% of which was explained by the first one.
The DGGE banding profiles were normalized and analyzed using GelCompar II software 4.6 (Applied Maths)
according to Pastorelli et al. (2017). The bacterial and
fungal community diversity was characterized through
two indicators: richness (R, number of bands) and Shannon–Weiner index (H’). nMDS was used to represent
the similarity distance between each DGGE profile in
a two-dimensional space. Two-way analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) and permutational analysis of variance
(PERMANOVA) were performed to determine significant

Table 1  C and N percentage and C/N ratio of litter fractions

L
Control
Selective
Traditional
F
Control
Selective
Traditional
H
Control
Selective
Traditional

C (%)

N (%)

C/N ratio

42.1a
40.5a
42.3a

0.7b
0.6b
0.8b

64.0a
64.3a
59.6a

38.5a
38.0a
38.8a

0.8b
0.7b
0.7b

47.7a
57.3a
55.8a

26.3b
23.7b
24.7b

1.1a
1.1a
1.1a

23.2b
21.3b
22.2b

Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments
considering the three litter layers at p < 0.05 (Fisher least-significant
difference post hoc test)

effects of silvicultural intervention and/or litter fraction on
both bacterial and fungal community structures.

Results
Litter biomass
The three litter fractions showed well-distinguished
characteristics, with a significantly lower C % in H fraction with respect to L and F (Table 1). A correspondent
increase in N % determined a decrease in C/N ratio, both
significantly different in H fraction.
Litter biomass showed the maximum amount in F fraction and the minimum in L (Fig. 1) in the whole monitoring period (p < 0.001). The distribution of litter in the
different fractions was not affected by thinning treatments.
Independent of treatments and considering the three
fractions separately, the temporal trend was significant
(p < 0.05), with a decrease 2 years after thinning in F and
H fractions with respect to the previous year.
The effect of treatments was significant immediately
after thinning (January 2017), with a short-term increase
in litter biomass in traditional and selective plots (+ 56%
and + 31% in comparison with control values, respectively), with the largest effect in L fraction > F > H. After
this initial increase, 1 year after thinning the effect disappeared and 2 years after thinning the difference respect to
control was a reduction of L (− 16 and − 17%) and H (− 5
and − 47%) fractions in traditional and selective thinning,
respectively.

Fig. 1  Litter biomass immediately after thinning (January
2017), 1 year after thinning
(December 2017) and 2 years
after thinning (December
2018), separated into the three
fractions L, F and H. Standard
errors are reported
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Respiration components
The three respiration components (soil + litter—SR SL,
soil—SRNL and litter—SRL) showed a significant relationship (p < 0.001) with soil temperature during the two years
(Fig. 2). Independent of treatments, SRSL showed the highest
basal respiration (a), followed by S
 RNL and S
 RL (Table 2).
The same trend was observed at 14 °C ( SR14). The rate of
change with soil temperature (k and Q10) showed similar
values among respiration components.
Treatments did affect S
 RL temperature sensitivity only,
showing the highest Q10 with the selective thinning, significantly different from control (Table 2).
SRL showed a seasonal pattern, with the lowest values in
autumn 2017 and winter 2018 and the highest in spring and
summer 2018 (Fig. 3). Thinning treatments did not affect
significantly litter respiration, except for lower values with
traditional than selective thinning in spring 2018 (p < 0.05).
Litter contribution to total CO2 emissions was highly
variable (between 4 and 47%), with the highest percentage
in spring 2018 and summer 2017 and the lowest in autumn

Table 2  Parameters of the exponential function between respiration
components and temperature, respiration at the reference temperature
of 14 °C and Q
 10

SRSL
Control
Selective
Traditional
SRNL
Control
Selective
Traditional
SRL
Control
Selective
Traditional

a (kg C–CO2
ha−1 d−1)

k (1/°C)

SR14 (kg C–
CO2 ha−1 d−1)

Q10

13.2a
8.1a,b
10.2a,b

0.07b
0.11a,b
0.10a,b

34.9a
36.6a
29.4a,b

2.03b
3.02a,b
2.90a,b

6.7a,b
6.7a,b
6.7a,b

0.09a,b
0.11a,b
0.10a,b

21.0b,c,d
28.7a,b,c
25.1a,b,c,d

2.65a,b
2.89a,b
2.65b

6.9a,b
2.7b
3.6a,b

0.06a,b
0.12a
0.11a,b

16.3c,d
12.4d
10.4d

1.83b
3.59a
3.34a,b

SRSL—soil + litter, SRNL—soil, SRL—litter

Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments
considering all respiration components at p < 0.05 (Fisher least-significant difference post hoc test)

2017 and summer 2018 (Table 3). Treatments significantly
affected litter contribution, with the highest values in control plots throughout the two years of measurements. Both
thinning treatments were lower than control in spring 2017,
after that only traditional thinning was significantly different
from control in autumn 2017, spring 2018 and autumn 2018.

Enzyme activities
Overall, enzyme activities changed significantly in the three
litter fractions (Table 4), which showed a significantly different pattern (Fig. 4). L and F fractions showed the highest
activities of AP, cellulose (CELL and βG), hemicellulose
(XYL) and chitin (NAG) degrading enzymes. H fraction
showed the highest activities of the two esterase (AC and
BUT) and, with a sixfold increase, ARYL.
Selective thinning reduced all enzyme activities with
respect to control and traditional treatment in the three fractions, significantly for cellulose and hemicellulose degrading
enzymes (CELL, βG, XYL) in L fraction (Table 4).
Functional diversity (Simpson–Yule index) increased
from L to H fractions, whereas no significant differences
due to thinning treatments were observed (Table 4).

Microbial communities’ composition

Fig. 2  Exponential relationships between soil + litter respiration—
SRSL (top), soil respiration—SRNL (middle) and litter respiration—
SRL (bottom) with soil temperature
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Evaluating the species abundance (richness) and diversity
(Shannon–Weiner index) of the DGGE profiles (Fig. 5),
bacterial communities showed significantly higher values
of both indices (20.1 ± 1.4 and 2.90 ± 0.08, respectively)
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Fig. 3  Seasonal trend of litter
respiration in control, selective
and traditional treatments in
2017 and 2018. Different letters
indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05) among seasons, independent of treatments

Table 3  Percentage contribution
of litter to total (soil + litter)
respiration in control, selective
and traditional treatments in
2017 and 2018 seasons

% litter
2017
Spring
Control
Selective
Traditional

33a
14b
14b

2018
Summer

Autumn

33a
28a
25a

Winter

28a
11a,b
4b

Spring

33a
12a
20a

47a
28a,b
11b

Summer
18a
17a
7a

Autumn
45a
23a,b
13b

Different letters indicate significant differences among treatments in each season at p < 0.05

Table 4  Enzyme activities in the three litter fractions for the three thinning treatments, expressed as nmol MUB g −1 h−1

L
Control
Selective
Traditional
F
Control
Selective
Traditional
H
Control
Selective
Traditional
Analysis of variance
Litter fraction
Treatment
Treatment × litter fraction

CELL

AP

β-G

NAG

XYL

BUT

AC

ARYL

SUM

S-Y

175a,b
115b
247a

1477a
1069a,b
1411a

646a,b,c
502c
854a

248a,b
203b
289a,b

97a,b,c
56c
112a

699b,d
477d
707b,c,d

815a,b
668b
881a,b

11b
9b
13b

364a,b
263b
415a

6.43d
6.44d
6.67d

230a,b
168a,b
223a,b

1385a
1225a,b
1326a

812a,b
631a,b,c
811a,b

318a,b
267a,b
385a

105a,b
83a,b,c
100a,b,c

1013a,b,c
831b,c,d
849b,c,d

1052a,b
1064a,b
1056a,b

32b
22b
31b

434a
404a,b
461a

7.15a,b,c
6.94b,c
7.10a,b,c

204a,b
118b
158a,b

1077a,b
830b
1047a,b

714a,b,c
506c
566b,c

272a,b
190b
220b

88a,b,c
64b,c
74a,b,c

1407a
1016a,b,c
1115a,b

1274a
1061a,b
1122a,b

163a
152a
169a

485a
367a,b
421a

7.54a
7.11a,b,c
7.41a,b

n.s.
0.07
n.s.

0.028
0.109
n.s.

0.168
0.041
n.s.

0.05
0.13
n.s.

0.270
0.05
n.s.

0.001
0.09
n.s.

0.084
n.s.
n.s.

0.000
n.s.
n.s.

0.012
n.s.
n.s.

0.000
n.s.
n.s.

CELL cellulose, AP acid phosphatase, βG β-glucosidase, NAG N-acetyl-β-glucosaminidase, XYL β-xylosidase, BUT butyrate esterase, AC acetate
esterase, ARYL arylsulphatase activities, SUM sum of enzymes, S–Y Simpson–Yule index
Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments considering the three litter layers at p < 0.05 (Fisher least-significant difference post hoc test)
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Fig. 4  Discriminant function
analysis of enzyme activities,
showing separation among
litter fractions and thinning
treatments

Fig. 5  Histogram representations showing richness (number of
bands) and Shannon–Weiner index values calculated on bacterial (a)
and fungal (b) DGGE profiles. Vertical bars indicate standard errors
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of means (n = 3). Where present, different letters above bars indicate
significant differences at p < 0.05 among means
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respect to fungal communities (12.9 ± 0.8 and 2.50 ± 0.06,
respectively).
Bacterial communities did not change significantly,
whereas fungal communities increased significantly in species abundance and diversity from L to H fractions (Table 5;
Fig. 5), confirming results of arylsulphatase.
In MDS ordinations (Fig. 6), the replicates of each fraction tended to group together distinctly from the others. This
trend was more evident for the bacteria communities than
for the fungal communities, where the replicates from the L
and F fractions were overlapping. Thinning treatments did
not affect microbial communities’ composition, except for
an increase in fungal diversity (Shannon–Weaver index) in
selective compared to control in L fraction.
The outcomes of both two-way ANOSIM and PERMANOVA analyses (Table 5) revealed that decomposition
fraction significantly affected community composition of
both bacteria and fungi, whereas the silvicultural treatments
or interaction between fraction and thinning treatment did
not have influence.

Table 5  Two-way ANOSIM and PERMANOVA global test based on
Dice similarity of 16S and 18S rDNA DGGE profile, for litter fraction and silvicultural treatments
Effect

Bacteria, 16S rDNA

Fungi, 18S rDNA

ANOSIM
Fraction
Treatment
PERMANOVA
Fraction
Treatment
Interaction

R
0.361
− 0.097
F
4.379
0.661
0.732

R
0.221
− 0.058
F
3.711
1.48
0.60

p<
0.001
0.88
p<
0.001
0.84
0.86

p<
0.05
0.69
p<
0.001
0.13
0.94

Correlations between pools and activities
Considering the whole litter, most enzyme activities (AP,
BUT, AC, ARYL) and functional diversity were significantly
correlated with fungal richness and diversity, C and N percentage (Table 6). No significant correlations were found
with respiratory variables. In L fraction: AP and XYL were
correlated with bacterial richness and diversity; the temperature response of litter respiration (k and Q
 10) was correlated
with fungal richness and diversity; most enzymes (CELL,
AP, βG, BUT, AC) and functional diversity were correlated
with N %. In F fraction, CELL and βG were correlated with
bacterial diversity, XYL with N % and all respiratory variables were correlated with N and C %. In H fraction, the only
significant correlation was found between ARYL and N %.

Discriminating thinning effect by VisNIR reflectance
To perform DFA over all samples, a subset of 9 PCs was
selected as those with the highest capacity to discriminate
samples under different thinning treatments. Among them,
the subset composed of the PCs number 6, 9 and 25 gave
the best results when all data were used: the PCs 6, 22 and
25 gave the best results for L fraction, 2, 22 and 26 for H
fraction and 6, 9 and 27 for F fraction (Table 7).
DFA highlighted significant differences in the spectral
properties of litter under the three thinning conditions
(Fig. 7). That was true when DFA was performed without
considering differences among the fractions, but also for the
single fraction, except for F, where the spectral properties
showed the lowest discriminating power among the thinning
groups. In all cases, control and traditional thinning seemed
to be more similar. Conversely, selective thinning was the
most distant population.

Fig. 6  MDS ordination plots generated by using bacterial 16S rDNA DGGE profiles (a, stress = 0.2227); fungal 18S rDNA DGGE profiles (b,
stress = 0.3201)
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n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.801**
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.582*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
− 0.403*
n.s.
n.s.
0.484*
0.380*
0.798***
0.547**
0.585**
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
− 0.404*
n.s.
n.s.
0.462*
0.357*
0.811***
0.523**
0.568**
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
Cellulase
Acid phosphatase
β -glucosidase
Xylanase
Butyrate esterase
Acetate esterase
Arylsulphatase
Simpson–Yule
Shannon
a litter
k litter
Q10 litter
SR14 litter

Fractions
Significant r values (p level *< 0.05; **< 0.001; ***< 0.0001) are reported (n = 27 for litter, n = 9 for fractions). Only variables with at least one significant correlation are reported

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.639*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.772**
− 0.596*
− 0.613*
0.776**
− 0.762*
n.s.
− 0.733*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.809**
0.825**
n.s.
n.s.
0.719*
n.s.
0.64*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.808**
n.s.
0.712*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
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n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.717***
0.587**
0.867***
0.615**
0.668***
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
0.550**
n.s.
n.s.
− 0.587**
n.s.
− 0.893***
− 0.659***
− 0.747***
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.831**
0.854**
n.s.

Shan-18S
Shan-16S
Rich-16S
Rich-18S

Shan-18S

N (%)

C (%)

Rich-18S

0.809**
0.646*
0.750*
n.s.
0.766*
0.909**
n.s.
0.731*
0.701*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

N (%)
C (%)
N (%)
Shan-16S

Variables in the model (p
level refers to F-remove
value)

C (%)

Table 7  Results from discriminant function analyses of VisNIR
reflectance for the litter as a whole (LFH), and for the single fractions

N (%)

F
L
Litter

Table 6  Correlation matrix between pools (organic matter and microbial communities) and activities (enzyme and respiration) of the whole litter, L, F and H fractions

H
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Litter

PC6**
PC 9*
PC 25*
No. of groups:
3
No. samples
54
Wilks’ Lambda
0.571***
% of correct predicted classifications
Control
56
Traditional thinning
50
Selective thinning
89
Tot
65
Squared Mahalanobis distance
Control − Traditional t.
0.12
Control − Selective t.
3.10***
Traditional t. − Selective t. 3.02***

L

F

H

PC 6**
PC 22°
PC 25°
3
18
0.265*

PC 6n.s.
PC 9*
PC 27n.s.
3
18
0.424°

PC 2*
PC 22*
PC 26*
3
18
0.241*

67
50
100
72

33
50
83
56

83
100
83
89

1.00
9.17*
7.62*

0.34
4.51*
4.71*

4.11*
5.97*
5.69*

p level *< 0.05; **< 0.001; ***< 0.0001; °< 0.1

PC 6 was correlated with enzyme activities (CELL, βG,
XYL, AP) in the whole litter and further with BUT, ARYL,
C and N percentage in L fraction (Table 8). ARYL was correlated also with PC 22 of L fraction. Regarding F fraction,
XYL and ARYL were positively correlated with PC 6 and
AP and XYL negatively with PC 27. PCs selected for the
samples of H fraction were not correlated with any of the
analyzed variables.

Discussion
Litter composition and characterization
The litter amount found in the degraded pine forest of Monte
Morello was in the range of those observed for other coniferous forests in temperate and Mediterranean environments
(Florence and Lamb 1973; Matthews 1997; Brovkin et al.
2012). Also, litter biomass distribution in the three fractions
was similar to that observed by other authors (Florence and
Lamb 1973; Rodkey et al. 1995), who reported F fraction
constitutes the greater part of the total litter present in most
stands. In our case, F fraction accounted for 53% of total
litter biomass, as average of the three treatments and the
3 years.
Overall, litter fractions were well characterized in terms
of chemical composition, with an evident decrease in C and
increase in N as decomposition advanced. This pattern is
well known either in coniferous or broadleaves species (see
the review of Berg 2014). C is lost first during decomposition process, frequently corresponding to a decrease in
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Fig. 7  DFAs of spectral properties, showing separation among treatments over the whole litter (left) and within each fraction

Table 8  Correlation between
the selected PCs of VisNIR
spectral data analyses and
enzyme activities in the whole
litter and litter fractions

Litter
L
F

PC6
PC6
PC22
PC6
PC27

CELL

AP

βG

XYL

BUT

ARYL

N (%)

C (%)

0.527**
0.685*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

0.598**
0.679*
n.s.
n.s.
− .641*

0.566**
0.688*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

0.595**
0.655*
n.s.
0.660*
− 0.673*

n.s.
0.6936*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
0.620*
0.773*
0.692*
n.s.

n.s.
0.705*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
0.754*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

CELL Cellulose, AP acid phosphatase, βG β-glucosidase, XYL β-xylosidase, BUT butyrate esterase, ARYL
arylsulphatase activities
Only variables with at least one significant correlation (r value) are reported (p level *< 0.05; **< 0.001;
***< 0.0001)
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cellulose and hemicellulose degrading enzymes (Šnajdr et al.
2011). Our data did not show a clear trend of CELL, βG and
XYL activities, which were similar in the three fractions.
Indeed, the decrease in C was more related to a decrease in
AP and an increase in esterase and ARYL activities during
decomposition. AC and BUT are unspecific esterase, which
are involved in the C cycling (Tabatabai and Fu 1992). BUT
activity is oriented toward more recalcitrant compounds,
increasing in samples rich in alkyl chains, generated during
litter degradation (Boczar et al. 2001; Allison and Vitousek
2005). Thus, its increase in the H fraction suggested significant changes in chemical composition, possibly because
of selective degradation by soil microorganisms, as also
previously observed by more specific NMR analyses (Baldock et al. 1992; Quideau et al. 2000; Kavdir et al. 2005).
These changes matched with an increase in fungal richness
and diversity, confirming the role of fungi in the production
of esterase, and with the higher ARYL activity, supported
by sulfate esters present in fungal cells (Bandick and Dick
1999). Thus, even if litter bag studies reported a fungal dominance in the initial phase of decomposition (Šnajdr et al.
2011), in field conditions there was a clear increase in fungal
richness and diversity in the latter decomposition stage, as
well as their activity and functional diversity.
Differently, bacteria richness and diversity were similar
in the three fractions and were related to enzyme activities
(CELL, βG, AP and XYL) in the less decomposed litter (F
and L fractions), confirming the findings of Sinsabaugh et al.
(2002) and suggesting a role in the early phase of cellulose
and hemicellulose decomposition (Berg and McClaugherty
2008) and P acquisition (Romani et al. 2006).
N content showed an inverse trend than that of C during litter decomposition progress. This trend was parallel to
that of fungal richness and diversity, to esterase and ARYL
activities and to enzyme functional diversity. N accumulation in later stages of decomposition is commonly observed
(Neely et al. 1991; Heim and Frey 2004; Moore et al. 2006),
because of either N translocation by fungal mycelia (Zeller
et al. 2000) or non-symbiotic N
 2 fixation (Šnajdr et al. 2011).
Our results seemed to confirm a role of fungi in determining
higher N percentage in H fraction, which resulted also in
increased ARYL activity.
Within fractions, N content, more than C, seemed to
have a larger impact on enzyme activities, triggering CELL,
AP, βG, BUT and AC in L fraction, XYL in F fraction and
ARYL in H fraction. From these findings, N content seemed
to be a limiting factor for (1) cellulose and hemicellulose
degradation, (2) hydrolysis of ester compounds, (3) bacterial
richness and diversity and (4) enzyme functional diversity
during initial decomposition stages (L and F fractions).
Results from the enzymatic analyses were upheld by
the spectral response. Overall, the spectroscopic analyses showed differences better than the single chemical,
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biochemical and microbiological property. VisNIR gave
integrated information, justifying a higher detecting power
in detaching differences, especially in the less decomposed
fraction. In the L fraction, the discriminant variables showed
a correlation with all enzyme activities, whereas this correlation was reduced only to few enzymes in the F fraction.
Even in the H fraction, the spectral information highlighted
a separation among thinning treatments, more evident than
with biochemical analyses. Differently from the L fraction,
in H the discriminant spectral variables did not show any
correlation with the analytical data, suggesting that the spectral difference in H fraction should be attributed to other not
investigated properties of the samples.

Litter respiration
Determining litter contribution to total respiration through
litter exclusion has been successfully used in other studies
(Rey et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2013a; Han et al. 2015).
Percentage litter contribution (34% on average in control
plots) was in line with literature findings in several ecosystems, reporting 37% in temperate mixed hardwood forests
(Bowden et al. 1993) and tropical montane cloud forest
(Zimmermann et al. 2009), 31–46% in Pinus massoniana
forests (Xiao et al. 2014) and 26% in a Larch forest (Wang
et al. 2013b).
The seasonal pattern of litter respiration followed mainly
temperature, as expected. A similar response to temperature
was found among respiration components, with a Q
 10 of 2.2
in control plots on average, similar to literature values for
forest soils (Kirschbaum 1995; Rey et al. 2002; Yuste et al.
2011). However, other variables drove litter respiration and
its response to temperature. Litter respiration rates (both
basal and SR14) were significantly correlated with organic
matter (N and C %) in F fraction, which was the largest litter component in terms of biomass. Substrates availability
was therefore one of the drivers of litter respiration, as was
commonly observed for C, but not for N (Schlesinger 1977;
Thirukkumaran and Parkinson 2000; Akburak and Makineci
2016). Litter respiration was found to decrease with high N
concentration, following chemical stabilization of organic
matter and the repression of lignolytic enzyme production
by white-rot fungi (Michel and Matzner 2002). This was not
our case, where enzyme activities were mainly correlated
with N content in the different litter fractions. Moreover,
the temperature response of litter respiration (k and Q10)
was negatively affected by C and N content in the F fraction, thus suggesting the influence of other variables. In particular, fungal richness and diversity of L fraction affected
significantly the S
 RL increase with temperature, as already
found by Yuste et al. (2011). The authors argued that fungal
communities are better adapted to temperature perturbations
and are more likely to contain species able to respond to the
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fast warming of soils. Our results seemed to confirm this
hypothesis, since temperature changes in L fraction are supposed to be faster and harsher than those in soil.

Thinning effects
In comparison with control, thinning operations initially
increased litter biomass in all fractions, and the highest
increase was observed in F fraction with traditional thinning. Harvesting and hauling most likely caused a light soil
compaction and might have favored accumulation, physical break up of freshly exposed organic matter and detrital material as litter and dying tree roots, which are easily
decomposed, since a chemical evolution from L to H fraction
within 1 month is not likely. Also, C and N content of litter
fractions was not affected by treatments, confirming similar
characteristics in the three theses.
The initial increase in biomass did not correspond to
an increase in litter enzyme activities. Enzyme activities
showed the lowest values in the selective thinning in all
fraction, showing a clear trend toward lower decomposition,
mainly for cellulose and hemicellulose degrading enzymes.
Litter respiration from thinned plots, as well, showed lower
rates (basal respiration and S
 R14) and a lower contribution
to total soil respiration (from 33 to 14% in the first period
after thinning) than from control plots. Lower enzyme and
decomposition rates were observed after thinning in different
ecosystems (Waldrop et al. 2003; Lindo and Visser 2003;
Wang et al. 2013b; Akburak and Makineci 2016).
These results support a possible deceleration of litter
decomposition following thinning operations in the very
short term, while a following increase in litter decomposition was observed 2 years after selective thinning. For this
reason, we hypothesized that litter decomposition after thinning might be related more to a physical effect than to chemical or microbiological changes. In fact, litter composition,
quality and microbial communities’ composition did not
change with thinning, whereas the increase in solar radiation
and soil compaction might have affected litter decomposition
(Rey et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2008). Moreover, an increased
resistance to CO2 diffusion on the soil surface consequent
to the increased litter F fraction biomass immediately after
thinning was likely (Luo and Zhou 2006), decreasing C
 O2
efflux from litter.
A decrease in litter biomass in the selective thinning was
observed at the end of the 2nd year. This decreasing trend of
litter biomass did not correspond to a reduction of litter respiration. On the contrary, an increasing trend of litter respiration
under selective thinning was found in the warmer months of
the 2nd year, also explained with the higher temperature sensitivity (Q10). Selective thinning increased significantly Q
 10
of SRL, possibly as a consequence of increased solar radiation, driving a higher decomposition activity during warmer

months, which coupled with the reduction of litter biomass
observed 2 years after thinning.
In 2017 (first year after thinning), the larger contribution of
litter to total soil respiration in thinned plots during summer,
with lower soil moisture (data not shown) and better aeration,
supported the findings of Gliksman et al. (2017), highlighting
a large contribution of the dry season to litter mass loss. In
contrast, the lowest contribution of litter respiration in autumn
2017 might be related to the effect of higher precipitation
amounts on leaching. The reduction of rainfall interception
due to the decrease in canopy cover caused by thinning may
produce a mass loss from leaching of soluble compounds in
periods with great precipitation that might have inhibited litter
decay (Berg et al. 2000; Trofymow et al. 2002).
Being a more intensive thinning, selective treatment created larger openings in the forest, reducing the amount of
litterfall, changing tree species composition and allowing
light to penetrate in the ground, affecting soil temperature, as
well. In the 2nd year, selective thinning induced the highest
litter respiration rates during warmer months (spring–summer), which corresponded to more than 1 °C increase with
respect to control. Moreover, the litterfall pattern of coniferous species in Mediterranean region shows a peak during
the summer season (Roig et al. 2005; Díaz-Pinés et al. 2011;
Navarro et al. 2013; Espinosa et al. 2018), suggesting higher
input and substrate availability. The larger input of litter biomass and debris left on the forest floor and greater solar
radiation reaching the forest floor due to canopy opening
were the main factors affecting CO2 emissions after thinning, whereas temperature and moisture were more relevant
for flux seasonality. From our results, we can argue that abiotic factors (temperature and moisture) possibly coupled
with biotic drivers, such as fungal community and activity (enzymes), which triggered litter decomposition under
favorable conditions.
Yanai et al. (2000) suggested that changes in litter inputs
following thinning were more important than changes in
decomposition rates for litter mass accumulation. Indeed,
our results highlighted a combination of effects operating
at different timescales and litter fractions: higher inputs and
physical breakdown by logging operations of less decomposed fractions (L and F) were most important in the very
short term immediately after thinning, whereas microclimatic conditions and microbial activity affected litter
decomposition (F and H fractions) after the end of the first
year.

Conclusion
The integrated approach used in this study was able to
highlight quantitative and qualitative differences in litter
fractions, driving variables and the short-term impact of
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thinning treatments. Overall, decomposition process was
characterized by changes in chemical composition, microbial communities, enzymatic pattern and functional diversity
among litter fractions.
Positive effects of thinning on C storage were evident in
the very short term, when larger litter inputs coupled with a
reduced respiration and activity, without affecting microbial
diversity and composition. In the medium term, a decreasing
tendency in litter biomass was observed, driven by higher
respiratory activity 2 years after thinning. Considering the
projected increase in tree primary productivity after thinning because of lower competition for light and nutrients, an
increase in C even in litter and soil is expected in the longer
term, confirming thinning as a good strategy to cope with
climate change.
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